How To Hug and Be Hugged:
A guide to hugs and other friendly human
embraces
Written by Alexandra and Haley Gatewood

Hug:

verb, hugged, hug⋅ging, noun
–verb (used with object)
1.
to clasp tightly in the arms, esp. with affection; embrace.
2.
to cling firmly or fondly to; cherish: to hug an opinion.
3.
to keep close to, as in sailing, walking, or in moving along or
alongside of: to hug the shore; to hug the road.

Hug O' War
a poem by the late Shel Silverstein
[Author of A Light in the Attic]

I will not play at tug o' war
I'd rather play at hug o' war,
Where everyone hugs
Instead of tugs
Where everyone giggles
And rolls on the rug,
Where everyone kisses
And everyone grins
And everyone cuddles
And everyone wins.
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Introduction
A hug. A very
simple display of
affection and yet, some
find it so hard to give
away. When used
correctly, hugs can
brighten someone’s
day, save a life, or
make a bad situation
better. Hugs can be
offerings of comfort, support, encouragement, love, or friendship.
They can be given by anyone, received by anyone, and appreciated
by everyone. They can be long, short, hard, soft, simple, or
complex. They can embody a whole list of emotions or represent a
simple “hello”. They can be a form of greeting or a form of
therapy. They can mean the world or they can give the world
meaning.
In today’s society one may find the act of giving or receiving
hugs confusing, uncomfortable, and awkward. This is because it
can be. In order to erase the hesitance you may feel towards
embarking on the journey towards a more huggable lifestyle, the
following instructional guide has been created. Friendly embraces
need not be avoided. Everyone deserves a good hug, it has been
scientifically proven to increase your self-esteem and make you
happier. Embrace the art of embracing!
There are over 6 billion people in the world today, that’s a lot
of potential huggers! We hope that through this guide you not only
find ways to receive hugs yourself, but also extend the gift of hugs
to others.

The Basics

There are a few basic things you need to know if you intend on
giving or receiving a hug:
When To Start:
Sometimes you go in for a hug and the other person obviously is
not prepared for one or doesn’t want one. Then the awkwardness
of “Should we still hug?” ensues. There is no sure sign of when the
time is right to give a hug. You should go off a gut feeling or
instinct and sometimes those both fail you. I can’t tell you the
proper moment to hug but I do have some advice: once you start,
don’t stop. If you stop mid-hug, you are bound to look like
someone in a body cast or mentally retarded. If you choose to
continue, despite the confusion, you will come across as a Bold
Hugger.
The Arm Rule:
Whose arms hug up and whose hug down? This is an easy problem
to solve yet can be confusing if the person you are hugging is
unaware of the rules. The rule goes off of height. The taller person

hugs, or embraces, up or above the arms of the shorter person. The
shorter person hugs down, below the arms of the taller person. The
exceptions to this rule are the following: a Neck Hug, Rotational
Hug, or Lift and Hug.
You may choose you to embrace with diagonal arms. In case, both
parties must agree on arm placement (so and not to tangle) and
both the Hugger and Huggee’s arm wrap around diagonally around
the body. One up, one down.

What Do I Do With My Hands?
Hands are very useful
appendages. They allow us to
grab things, hold things, shake
things, and don’t get me started
on opposable thumbs. They’re
amazing! Hands are important
equipment but they are also
important means of
communication. Hand shakes,
holding hands, and ‘the bird’ are
examples of how our hands can sometimes say more than
our mouths can. Hands are a vital part of the hugging
process. The placement of your hands during a hug can
change the meaning entirely. It is very important to
understand each hand position, or hand motion, and how is
it is received by others. The following are descriptions of
hand movements and their meanings in relation to hugs:
The Friendly Pat:
This ‘Pat’ is not referring to the term used for a person of
unknown gender; it is referring to the quick pat on the back
during a hug. The hand makes a simple ‘love tap’ on the
Huggee’s back. This hand motion is used for friendly hugs.

The ‘I’m Not Gay’ Pat:
This hand motion is similar to the Friendly Pat and is used
by the majority of the male population. While hugging, the
Hugger and/or Huggee pat three times, one for each of the
words in the phrase “I’m not gay”. This is to insure the
other party that they are not homosexual and are hugging
them out of friendship and not out of sexual desire.
The Rub:
Many huggers choose to do a quick back rub while in an
embrace. This hand motion should only be used on family,
really close friends, or your significant other. If used
otherwise, it can be taken the wrong way (unless of course
the wrong way is intended).
When Lifted:
If you find yourself as the Huggee in a Lift and Hug or
Rotational Hug, your hands should grasp each other as if
you are holding on for dear life (in some cases you may
be).
The Hold:
Many people confuse themselves with the different types of
hand motions and choose to simply find a spot and stick to
it. When they embrace, they place their hands on the other

person’s back and keep them there like they’ve been glued,
only to remove them when the hug is complete.
Below The Waist:
Your hands should not go below the waist of the person
you are hugging, unless you have been given permission to
do so. If you have not been given permission, a slap may
follow.

When Not To Hug
Although when to hug can be confusing
and differ with each Hugger and
Huggee, when not to hug is quite clear.
Hugs can bring joy and happiness, but
when done at an incorrect time or with
the wrong person it can do just the
opposite. Here is a list of when hugging
is most inappropriate and should be
avoided:
• Do not hug someone you do not
know unless you have just been
introduced or have been given
permission.
• Do not hug someone as a replacement for an apology, hug
after your apology has been accepted.
• Do not hug someone when they are angry, only when they
are sad.
• Do not hug out of spite, otherwise its meaning is
worthless.
• Do not hug half-heartedly, unless it is a Side Hug.
• Do not hug below the waist unless begging for forgiveness
(see What Do I Do With My Hands?).
• When engaging in a Tree Hug, make sure that you do not
hug a harmful plant (i.e. spiky, pointy, poisonous, slimy).
• Do not deny a request for a hug; it is really a cry for help.
Ignoring it can be hazardous to the Hugger’s health.
• Do not hug with the intention of killing or harming
Huggee, that is called strangulation, and is illegal.

“Everybody

needs a hug. It changes your
metabolism.”
-Leo Buscaglia

The Hand Hug:
A Hand Hug is a unique expression of love. It's different from a
regular hug because it just involves using your hand. You can give
a Hand Hug to your friends, co-workers, peers, or anyone who has
a hand. Hand Hugs cheer up people's days and allow you to
connect with them.
Instructions:
1. Start by giving someone a High Five.
2. When your palms meet, wrap your thumb around the other
person’s hand just like your thumb is an arm.
3. VIOLA! You are now the proud owner of a Hand Hug.
Example:
If you are being stalked by a psychopathic maniac who
suddenly contracts prostate cancer and only has twenty-four hours

to live, when you visit him in the hospital a Hand Hug would be
most appropriate and appreciated.

”A hug delights and warms and charms,!
that must be why God gave us arms.!”
-Author Unknown

The Frontal Hug:
Before you close this book and run away and
hide, let me assure you that a frontal hug is
nothing to be afraid of. Many fear this hug,
not realizing that it is the most simplistic form
of a hug. Actually, it’s the most basic! This
hug can be used in many different ways to
show many different kinds of relationships:
friendship, family, significant others, and (for
the boldest of all Huggers) when first meeting someone. Each
version branches off from the Basic Hug. The difference of
meaning depends on what the hands* are doing and how long the
hugger and huggee embrace.
Basic Instructions:
1. Face the front Huggee.
2. Open arms in an embrace.
3. Get just close enough so as to be able to wrap arms around
huggee.
4. Wrap arms in an embrace.
For Friends:
Frontal hugs for friends are fun! They are free from
limitations. They can be long or short, hard or soft. For this type of
frontal hug, the hands of the hugger usually do not move once
placed on the huggee’s back.

For Family:
These frontal hugs are the best because you don’t have to
worry about the huggee taking your hug the wrong way because
you’re family! You’re related! Anything other than a friendly hug
in frowned upon in most states (Arkansas is excluded). Your hands
are free to do what they please as long as they don’t break any
laws.
For Relationships:
Frontal Hugs, when used by people in an intimate
relationship, are exactly that: intimate. This is by far the most
intimate of all hugs. What makes this hug different from other
frontal hugs is the length of the embrace. Relationship hugs usual
last significantly longer than any other hug. Kissing and spooning
may be involved.
For Meeting Someone New:
This hug should only be used by an extremely outgoing
individual, otherwise known as a Bold Hugger. This variation is
usually quick, seeing as you don’t know the huggee very well.
Hands perform a quick, tight, squeeze, then release.
CAUTION: this hug can scare people.

* For more on hand usage see What Do I Do With My Hands?

“You can't wrap love in a box, but you can wrap a
person in a hug.”
-Author Unknown

The Side Hug:
This version of the hug is disliked
by most members of the female
gender. The side hug eliminates
any awkwardness that the Hugger
may feel toward the Huggee. This
hug is usually given by men who
find hugs too intimate and
therefore give side hugs to girls
who are merely friends. Another term for this hug is the pseudohug, or the fake-out hug. This hug ,when used with close friends,
may send a message of “I am somewhat ticked at you”, or “We’re
not close enough for me to feel comfortable enough to go full
frontal”, so beware of usage.
Instructions:
1. Hugger must face the Huggee.
2. Hugger opens arms, preparing for an embrace.
3. Hugger goes in for the hug like it is a normal, everyday, runof-the-mill hug.
4. Just as the Huggee is about to close the arms around the
Hugger, the Hugger switches from a frontal position to a side
position, which allows for the Hugger to only use one arm.

Example:
If you feel uncomfortable hugging someone for some reason (ex.
You like them, they like you, the huggee is an evil clown, the
huggee has body odor, etc), a side hug will make you feel less
awkward while the huggee will still feel somewhat loved.

“Arm ourselves for war? No! All the arms we need
are for hugging.”
-Author Unknown

The Neck Hug:
For the spontaneous hug fan, the neck hug is
perfect for welcoming home long-lost family
members or greeting friends at an airport
terminal. It can often be used by tall persons
who find it easier to grasp a friend’s neck
then their upper body. All you have to do is
follow the instructions for the frontal hug, but
instead of grasping the huggee around the
upper torso, the hugger merely wraps her
arms around the desired person’s neck. This
particular hug is usually used by boyfriends
and girlfriends but can also be used by any
sort of friend as long as both parties define
their relationship similarly. If so, then give it
a squeeze!
Instructions:
1. Follow instructions for the Basic Frontal Hug.
2. When embracing, wrap arms around neck.
Example: If you awake to discover that your parents just bought
you a shiny new red Mercedes, you might show your gratitude by
shaking your father’s hand and giving your mother a neck hug.

“Oh, I love hugging. I wish I was an octopus, so I could
hug 10 people at a time!”
-Drew Barrymore

The Surprise Hug:
(The Hug From Behind)

This form of the hug is used by people
who are sneaking up behind someone in
the effort to surprise them. Someone may
be walking in a mall or at a party and see a
long lost friend from behind, run up, and
hug them. This hug can also be used by
family members. For example, if the father
is sitting in his cozy couch, his daughter
may come up and hug him from behind,
hopefully not interrupting a football game,
in which case the hug will be short, sweet,
and followed by a game of chase. The
Surprise Hug, or Hug From Behind, is the
reverse of the Frontal Hug. So if you are a
contrarian, you should only give hugs from behind which may
eliminate the awkwardness but increase the chances of hugging a
person you don’t know.
Instructions:
1. Find someone who isn’t facing you.
2. Open arms in an embrace (if you are running toward the back
of the huggee, make sure your outstretched arms do not hit an
innocent passerby).

3. Without hurting the huggee, wrap your arms around them.
WARNING:
This guide is not responsible for misplaced hugs (you hugging a
random person by accident). You have been warned.
Example:
You want to visit your friend who is home sick with the flu. After
checking with his mother to make sure that he is no longer
contagious, you show up at his house. He is sitting on the couch
watching reruns of “Gilligan’s Island” and you give him a Surprise
Hug from behind, filling him with a sense of joy greater than his
sense of nausia.

“Never wait until tomorrow to hug someone you could
hug today, !because when you give one, you get one
right back your way.!”
-Author Unknown

The Hug and Lift:
The Hug and Lift is a curious practice
reserved mostly for creepy uncles at family
dinners, extremely tall friends, or those
performing the Heimlich maneuver. It is
merely a hug followed by a simple lift. The
Hug and Lift can be pleasant if your friend
is unusually tall. It allows you to finally
see the world at their eye level as well as
being able to actually see their eyes.
However, many times the Hug and Lift is
done without the huggee’s consent,
resulting in an uncomfortable squeeze
devoid of the assurance that gravity is on
your side. Also, it can also be quite disconcerting if the Hug and
Lift is performed as part of the Heimlich maneuver, mostly
because either you are choking on a small piece of finely cooked
fish or you are saving a small child from the dangers of
mismanaged Legos. Either way, the Hug and Lift provides
excitement for your otherwise boring day.
Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stand with your legs about a shoulder length apart
Hug huggee
While still hugging bend at the knees
Lift the huggee off the ground, using the hug as support for
the huggee’s ascension

5. After hugging is complete, gently set the huggee safely back
on the ground
6. Release the huggee from the hug
Example: Suddenly, at Thanksgiving Dinner, Aunt Martha begins
to choke on a particularly crunchy piece of stuffing. As she turns
blue you realize that she might need both a hug and to live. Using
the Hug and Lift can relieve your Aunt of her desire you feel loved
as well as the pain of choking.

“We need 4 hugs a day for survival. We need 8 hugs a
day for maintenance. We need 12 hugs a day for
growth.”
-Virginia Satir

The Rotational Hug:
Ah, rotation. Mathematically
speaking, a rotation is a rigid body
movement, which, unlike a
translation, keeps a point fixed.
Thankfully this is a guide to hugs
and not a guide to Euler’s Rotation
Theorem. The Rotational Hug is
simple. The hugger and huggee
make a rotation (360°) while
hugging. Now, I shouldn’t have to
explain to you that only frontal
hugs will work with a rotation.
Imagine people receiving a
Surprise Hug and being swung
around in circle! Many injuries would occur, not to mention
restraining orders. And just think what would happen if you
implemented a Rotational Surprise Hug on a complete stranger!
Oh no, the Rotational Hug must be used with the Neck Hug and the
Hug and Lift, slight variations of the Frontal Hug.
Instructions:
1. Follow instructions for the Basic Frontal Hug.
2. Huggee should (but doesn’t have to) place his/her arms
around the Hugger’s neck while the Hugger holds the
Huggee’s waist.

“Hug your friends tight, but your enemies tighter - hug
'em so tight they can't wiggle”
-Lyndon B. Johnson

The Shake Hug:
Grandparents at family reunions and
family get-togethers like Christmas,
or Thanksgiving, are the main users
of the Shake Hug. Small children
often fear this hug. This is because
when their grandmothers hug them,
their upper body smothers the
children’s faces. We excuse this fear
of hugs because many fear the upper
body of elderly women. Once you
understand that your grandmother is
not trying to kill you, you can learn
to appreciate the Shake Hug in all its
goodness. Though, if you have an uneasy stomach, make sure to
bring a barf bag or locate a trash reciprocal upon entry to family
setting.
Instructions (mainly for Grandma):
1. Find huggee (may be hiding).
2. Follow instructions for the basic Frontal Hug.
3. While in the embrace, shake huggee rapidly back and forth.
Do not confuse with the Rotational Hug or the Rock’n Hug.

Once arms are in place, the Hugger acts as the source of rotation.*
He slightly lifts the Huggee and spins him/her around in a circle.
3. When Huggee and Hugger have returned to the original
position, Hugger places the Huggee gently back down
Example:
You have an extremely tall close friend. You see each other from
across the room. You run toward each other he grabs you lifts you
up and spins you around.
Or…
You are studying centripetal force in your physics class and need a
way to explain how it works.

*WARNING: Make sure that the person doing the rotating is
capable of doing so without causing harm to the huggee. If there is
an uncomfortable height difference or the Hugger is simply not
strong enough, it would be best to engage in another hugconcoction. Injuries are no fun, unless body casts are involved,
then you have just granted your Huggee a hug that lasts 6-9
months!

"Hugs don't need new equipment, special batteries or
parts - just open up your arms and open up your
hearts."
-Jill Wolf

The Rock’n Hug:
Lets travel back to the 70’s, an age of
peace, love, and bellbottoms.
Unfortunately, this hug has nothing
to do with the 70’s, though it is pretty
groovy. The Rock’n Hug is much like
the Shake Hug, though instead of a
shake, the Hugger rocks the Huggee
slowing side to side, creating a
rocking motion. This hug is often
confused with middle school slow
dancing but do not be fooled. Instead
of slow dancing, this hug is often
used by close friends whose
relationship is completely platonic. If
the Hugger is bored, they can choose
to increase the rocking speed or even
decrease it (though decreasing the speed may cause
awkwardness). You can Rock’n Hug around the Christmas tree,
Rock’n Hug around the clock, or you can Rock’n Hug all night
and party everyday! Either way you choose to hug, the Rock’n
Hug is here to stay!

Instructions:
1. Follow instructions for the Basic Frontal Hug.
2. While in the embrace, Hugger rocks the Huggee side to side.
Do not confuse with the Shake Hug. A shake is very different
from a rock. One comes in yummy flavors like chocolate or
strawberry. The other comes in different types like
sedimentary and igneous. Very different.
Example:
You are a girl and you have a best guy friend. He comes over to
watch a movie. After the movie is over, he says he has to leave.
You give him a Rock’n Hug, to display your friendship.

“They invented hugs to let people know you love
them without saying anything.”
-Bil Keane

The Group Hug:
A hug shared by three or more good
friends, as an expression of unity and
mutual affection. A Group Hug has
also been referred to as a ‘dog pile’.
This hug is very popular among
sports teams, theater troupes, and
hippies and is usually performed after
achieving something. Even though
you may only be touching one or two
of the people in the group, you are
hugging everyone by proxy (see
Proxy Hug). This hug can last as long
as the group wants. You can recite a
chant or even bounce!
Instructions:
1. Find a group of two or more people.
2. Place arms around each other’s shoulders while forming a
circle.
3. Tightly huddle each other. In the case of more than three
Huggers, some Huggers may end up in the middle of the
huddle. They will not be able to embrace anyone but this
does not mean they feel less loved. Actually, some feel more
loved if they are in the middle. They are surrounded by loves
on all sides.

Example:
After opening night of a high school’s play/musical, little
Bobby yelled “GROUP HUG” and all the thespians ran toward
him and hugged each other.

Ned: I’m not a big fan of the hug.
Chuck: Then you haven’t been hugged properly. It’s like
an emotional Heimlich. Someone puts their arms around
you and they give you a squeeze and all your fear and
anxiety come shooting out of your mouth in a big wet wad
and you can breath again.
-Pushing Daisies

Self-Hug:
Often times there is no one around to
give you a hug when you need it. In this
case the Self-Hug is most appropriate
and can sometimes save your life. This
hug resembles the feelings of a personto-person hug without needing someone
to be there to administer it. If the
situation arises when you need a hug but
have no one to give it to you, have no
fear, this happens all the time and you
should not feel downtrodden. The selfhug can boost your self-confidence and
encourage you in your time of need. If
you close your eyes while practicing
this hug, you can imagine that someone
you love or care about is actually hugging you. The illusion can be
quite comforting. But, if you accidently imagine someone
unpleasant hugging you like a mortician or creepy family friend,
the self-hug can become quite discomforting and detrimental. Take
care and be aware!

Instructions:
1. Take your arms and hold out in front of you
2. Wrap your arms around your body as if you are cold
3. Squeeze tightly
*Can be used as a Hug-By-Proxy substitute
Example: You are alone in your dorm room and it is late at night.
You check your grades on the Internet and find that you have
failed your most recent statistics test. Filled with a mixture of grief
and curiosity over the accuracy of the grading rubric, you find
yourself in need of a hug. A Self-Hug is the best choice in this
situation.

“A hug is a smile with arms, a laugh with a stronger
grip. “
-The Quote Garden

Hug-By-Proxy (Proxy Hug):
The Hug-By-Proxy is only used in extreme
situations when you cannot, under any
circumstances, hug the person that you wish
to hug. Although this concept sounds tragic, a
Shakespearean-type tragedy can be avoided
through a simply proxy. Similar to its distant
cousin the school web browser proxy, the
Proxy Hug skips by any physical boundaries
present and prevents the joy that hugging
brings from being stopped. This hug can be
used when you want to hug someone with
leprosy, venereal disease, or a person who is
covered in mud. Simply find a person near by
and hug them instead, indicating to the un-huggable person that the
hug is intended for them. Another way of performing the Hug-ByProxy is to politely ask a nearby person to hug the huggee,
informing the huggee that “this hug is for you”.
Instructions:
1. Find huggee
2. Determine degree of hug-ability
a. If huggable, ignore the following instructions and see
Basic Frontal Hug
b. If un-huggable, follow the rest of the instructions
3. Find substitute Huggee or Hugger (usually a person nearby) *

a. Hug substitute Huggee after gaining permission to do
so**
b. Have substitute Hugger hug the Huggee
4. Tell the person that the hug is meant for that this particular
hug is in fact meant for them
*If there is no one available you can use yourself as the
substitute huggee, at which time you resort to the Self-Hug,
imagining the un-huggable person as the huggee. (see Self-Hug)
**It is important to explain to the substitute huggee that the hug
they are about to receive is not theirs, otherwise the wonderful
nature of the hug becomes shared and therefore the hug
becomes a Group Hug-By-Proxy, in that case see Group Hugs.
Example: You and your two friends just survived falling down a
waterfall. Pleased with your victory over the forces of nature, you
emerge from the water joyously. Filled with the need to hug your
friends you find that one of them is now covered in giant bloodsucking leaches. In order to escape the discomfort of being sucked
at by the slimy creatures you hug your other friend twice,
explaining to your leach-infested friend that the second hug is
meant for them.

“A hug is a handshake from the heart.”
-Author Unknown!

The Air-Hug:
Sometimes the huggee is completely
huggable, but you may not feel like
touching said person. For those who
fear physical contact or find it
distasteful, the Air-Hug provides the
visual effect of a hug without skin-toskin contact. Most of the time this
hug is reserved for Valley girls,
ladies with recently attached acrylic
nails, or British aristocrats, for
reasons unknown except that acrylic
nails are hard to keep intact. Men
may use this hug as well, but it is
only socially acceptable to do so
when impersonating a Valley girl,
lady with recently attached acrylic
nails, or British aristocrat. Of course,
this type of hug is always acceptable from any gender if it is done
from across the room. The Air-Hug is similar to the air-drum or
air-guitar, in that they all require distinct hand motions.
Instructions:
If huggee is in front of you start at step 1, if the huggee is across
the room start at step 2:
1. Hold arms out in front of you
2. Wrap around huggee without touching them
3. Move hands in a patting motion, hovering about 2-3 inches
above the huggee’s back

Example: If you are at a party and your friend just got dumped on
the other side of the room, get her attention and give her an air hug.
This makes both parties feel better.

“A hug is a great gift - one size fits all, and it's easy
to exchange.”
-Author Unknown

The Tree Hug:
Hugs don’t have to be just for people
and animals, plants enjoy them just as
much as we do! Just because they have
xylem and phloem doesn’t mean that
you can’t hug ‘em! The Tree Hug is
appropriate for all ages and all species,
from homo sapiens to bombus
pascuorum. It engenders a love for the
environment and some even say that it
could help solve global warming and
world hunger. Although historically the
term has had a negative connotation because of its usage on certain
free-loving hippies during the 1970’s, the Tree-Hug is nothing to
be ashamed of, no matter how much you may be made fun of for it.
Instructions:
1. Find special tree (or any other plant)
2. Wrap arms around said plant
3. Squeeze to your heart’s desire, trees don’t judge, that’s why
it is so much fun!
Example: Filled with a sudden appreciation for the earth that God
has given us and all that it does to help us everyday, the least you
can do is hug a nearby tree. Everything deserves thanks, why not
thank God by hugging one of His creations?

" Millions and millions of years would still not give me
half enough time to describe that tiny instant of all
eternity when you put your arms around me and I put
my arms around you."
-Jacques Prévert

The Bear Hug:
Although this hug does not
actually involve hugging a bear
(unless you wish to and are fully
trained to do so), it is equally as
entertaining and sometimes
equally as dangerous. What makes
this particular hug different from
the Basic Frontal Hug is the
amount of pressure applied. The
Bear Hug is a hugging method
performed by wrapping one's arms
around another person and
applying a powerful pressure,
typically enough to render the
target's upper arms immobile.
Mostly used in to either show
affection or immobilize a person
for any other reason.
Instructions:
1. Follow instructions for the Frontal Hug
2. Instead of allowing the huggee’s arms to embrace you, trap
their arms at their side with your arms, this allows you to be
in complete control of the hug

3. Squeeze tightly, but avoid suffocating the huggee
4. Add an occasional grunt if you desire hug to be extra bearlike
Example:
Uncle Ted shows up at Christmas with presents in his arms. He
chunks them to the side and gives you a great big Bear Hug
while exclaiming, “Good to see you, Junior!”

“A hug is the shortest distance between friends.”
-Author Unknown

The Super-Hug:
Once you get used to the hugging
process, you can get creative with
your hugs. Like a good cake
recipe, different hug techniques
can be compiled together to form a
super-hug. These can take
numerous forms of varying length
and strength. They can be between
one or many people. It’s up to
you! You are the master of your
own hugging cookbook, so feel
free to experiment. My super-hug
favorite is the Rotational Hug
(mentioned previously). When
done properly, this hug literally
lifts the huggee off of the ground
and twirls them around and around, almost like a merry-go-round,
just less crowded and without a plastic horse. Be a super hero to a
loved one and give them a Super-Hug!
Instructions:
1. Combine two or more hugs.
Example:
You just won the lottery! Give your grandma a Super-Hug, but be
careful not to break her back!

Conclusion
There you have it: a simple guide to unlocking the
wonderment of hugging! From friendly embraces to
escaping awkward hugging scenarios, you now have all the
tools you need to embark on your journey to hugging
enlightenment. If you meet a situation where you don’t
know the right hug-answer, don’t fret, just remember the
simple steps listed in this manual and you can turn any
circumstance into a happy huggable one. Please remember,
the ability to hug is a gift that is meant to be shared, it
gives itself a million times over! So hug away, and make
someone else’s day!

